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Crew members normally have some level of technical expertise. Trainmaster trainings often include
train crew opportunities for role-playing and other methods to promote safe train operations.
Training is also available to trainmaster on the specifics of mountain grade train operations,
including emergency brake recovery, and includes legal and union training. This is a critical

leadership role, supported by job briefings where the exchange of technical information among the
crew is vital. In practice, trainmasters are contacted remotely and are therefore a narrowly

embedded member of the team. Circumstances surrounding decisions may be worsened if the
trainmaster does not have the requisite technical expertise and mountain grade experience to draw

from when identifying risk in a complex operational situation. Trainmasters supervise train
operations and assist in the assessment of complex operational situations such as emergency brake

recovery. This is an important leadership role supported by job briefings where the exchange of
technical information among the crew is vital. While trainmasters are in theory embedded members

of the team, they often are contacted remotely and therefore represent a narrowly embedded
member of the team. This may exacerbate circumstances surrounding decisions should the

trainmaster lack the requisite technical expertise to draw from when identifying risk in a complex
operational situation. The decision-making process is informed by job briefings with train crews and
is designed to build a shared understanding of the work to be done and the measures to be taken to
ensure operational safety. In practice, crew members communicate critical information pertaining to
safe train operations, which may include a discussion of potential hazards and the means to protect

against them. For crew interactions to be effective in developing a course of action, participants
ought to feel able to provide input such as technical expertise and experience while being receptive
to input from other crew members who typically consist of people with different personalities, levels

of experience, and seniority.
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time, is one of the most beautiful, and least understood experiences you can have in modern art. the

rest of the piece, outside of the head, is a rather interesting study in photorealism, and the end
result is absolutely breathtaking. but not for the reasons you might expect. the end result isn’t

because it’s photorealistic. it’s because of the brilliant lighting you see on the woman’s face. her face
is illuminated by a spotlight above her. her expression is one of fear, as she looks at the tombstone.

but the light is also coming from the opposite direction. she’s being illuminated by a shaft of light
that’s coming from the camera, from the lens. it’s a technique known as rim lighting. it’s a technique
that’s normally used to light faces in shadow, or illuminated by a light source from the side. but it’s

also possible to use it to light faces in direct sunlight. and when you do, you get a completely
different effect. you get a face that looks almost as if it’s underwater. it’s a technique that’s been
used in film lighting for decades, and it’s also used to give an underwater look to scenes on the
surface of water. but like many things that are used for film, it’s also used in photography for a

completely different purpose. and as long as you have a good camera and a really wide aperture
(like f/1.4), it’s a technique that can be used to give some really interesting effects. here’s a shot

that was taken in new york city. it was taken in a sunny day, with a f/1.4 lens. and the result is a face
that looks like she’s been submerged in water, and it’s a shot that just shows how powerful rim

lighting can be. and if you’re interested, it’s also possible to do some pretty great closeups using this
technique. 5ec8ef588b
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